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Victorian Auckland 

ARGUMENTS ABOUT the existence or non-existence of community in nine-
teenth-century New Zealand have dominated much recent Pakeha historiography. 
Often, however, the sources used — officially published statistics, voluntary 
society memberships, and electoral rolls — are inadequate when historians are 
dealing with such an intrinsically human experience. Statistics of civil litigation, 
assault prosecutions, drunkenness and transiency reveal little of the qualitative 
way in which community was felt and expressed in nineteenth-century Pakeha 
society. 

A source offering a qualitative alternative is the Auckland Police Court 
deposition books.1 In theory at least, verbatim reports of all testimonies heard 
before the magistrate were recorded in these books by the clerk of the court, in 
the form of depositions. While there were fluctuations in the accuracy of the 
clerks' recording, the quantity of transcription which emanates from direct 
speech is impressive.2 These books have survived, and they offer a unique 
opportunity to view instances of nineteenth-century social life in action. Most 
significantly, they allow real people from the past to articulate their own 
experiences. For a brief moment, through the fading ink of the clerk's pen, 
individuals otherwise silenced from the historical record are reanimated, con-
veying as they speak their aspirations, prejudices and concerns. In doing so, they 
also, inadvertently, betray much about the social milieu from which they spoke. 

I have chosen to use the cases of common assault and threatening language 
heard in the Police Court between 1850 and 1875 to examine the notion of 
community in nineteenth-century Auckland. Using the term 'community' is 
admittedly problematic as there have been as many definitions of community as 
there have been writers on the subject, with so little agreement that some 
commentators have advocated jettisoning the term entirely.1 The word itself 
carries connotations of harmonious interaction. Raymond Williams suggested 

1 Criminal Deposition Books, Auckland Police Court, 1850-62, 1864-1875, National Archives, 
Auckland Branch, A 130/8 - A 130/37 (hereafter, CDB). 

2 For a discussion of the factors which underpinned periodic inaccuracies in the clerks' recording 
see Robyn Anderson. '"The Hardened Frail Ones": Women and Crime in Auckland 1845-1870", MA 
thesis, The University of Auckland. 1981, pp.5-6. 

3 Richard Dennis and Stephen Daniels, '"Community" and the Social Geography of Victorian 
Cities', Urban History Yearbook 1981, Leicester, 1981, p.7; see also Robin Pearson, 'Knowing 
One's Place: Perceptions of Community in the Industrial Suburbs of Leeds, 1790-1890', Journal of 
Social History, 27, 2 (1993-4), p.221. 
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community was a term which 'seems never to be used unfavourably', and a term 
'warmly persuasive' in the mental images it evokes.4 This creates special 
difficulties when one seeks to understand 'community' using instances of 
tension and conflict. Nevertheless the concept can still prove viable for historical 
analysis provided an awareness of its inherent malleability is borne in mind. 

The term is used here to imply social relations significantly more close-knit 
than the term 'society' suggests, but at the same time is not intended to imply any 
clearly demarcated political, geographical or social unit of collective interest. 
'Community' is taken to mean a shared collection of values, assumptions and 
interactions. A shared collection of values and assumptions does not imply that 
all members of the community agree upon and conform to them. Behavioural 
norms may be subject to constant renegotiation and transgression, even though 
they are commonly understood. Similarly, the interactions within a community 
need not necessarily be friendly: indeed in this study they are quite the reverse. 
Admittedly this is a very fluid and relative definition of community, but as David 
Garrioch reminds us, community itself is 'a very fluid and relative thing'.5 

Paradoxically perhaps, examples of tension and conflict are an ideal prism 
through which to view the Auckland community, as it is in moments of 
interpersonal conflict (undeniably a form of social interaction) that the social 
mores of any given society receive their definition and are reinforced.6 

It has been a tacit assumption that bringing disputes before a magistrate is 
indicative of 'weak' community, in other words proof of 'atomisation'. How-
ever, I would argue to the contrary: that the Police Court was an accepted means 
amongst working-class Aucklanders of settling disputes, one which many would 
already have utilized in the old country.7 The qualitative detail of individual 
cases provides evidence of the strength of community in Victorian Auckland. 
People utilized the Police Court to vindicate the behavioural norms of the local 
community; they expected that established standards of behaviour would be 
sanctioned by the bench. I have also examined the extent to which community 
was a gendered experience. The Police Court records indicate that, for the 
working class of Victorian Auckland, it was gender, above all else, which 
dictated one's experience and level of participation in community. 

When talking of the Auckland 'community' for the purposes of this article we 
must not assume that it is inclusive of all sections of Auckland society. The 
boundaries of the community that we can examine using court records are limited 
to those people who brought disputes before the magistrate for adjudication; and 
it can be asserted with some confidence that they were predominantly Auck-
land's labouring poor. Admittedly there were exceptions. James George, for 
example, one-time Provincial Council member, visited the Police Court at least 

4 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, London, 1983, p.76. 
5 David Garrioch, Neighbourhood and Community in Paris 1740-1790, Cambridge, 1986, pp.4 

-5. 
6 ibid., p. 6. 
7 Cf. Jennifer S. Davis, '"A Poor Man's System of Justice": The London Police Courts in the 

Second Half of the Nineteenth Century', Historical Journal, 27, 2 (1984), pp.309-35. 
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twice in his life time for assault charges, both as prosecutor and defendant.8 

Nevertheless, the people who stood before the bench, either as accuser or 
accused, were most likely to have walked from the hollows and lanes extending 
off central Queen Street, the enclaves of Auckland's labouring poor. It is the 
names of streets in this lowest and clustered inner centre — Barrack Lane, 
Chancery Street, High Street and Durham Street—which pervade the deposition 
texts. The sunny and elevated ridges — Princes Street, Karangahape Road and 
Upper Symonds Street — where Auckland's 'upper set' resided, are signifi-
cantly absent.9 

What, it may be asked, was the quality of the relationships of those who 
appeared before the Police Court? And do these relationships justify the use of 
the term 'community' for nineteenth-century Auckland?10 It must be conceded 
that court records reveal little about the movement of individuals overtime. It has 
been suggested that Auckland's population in the mid-nineteenth century was 
'transient in nature'." There are examples in deposition texts, nevertheless, of 
relationships which extended over many years, in some instances predating 
arrival. Arthur George Bell responded to the cross-examination of William Page 
Wells, whom he was prosecuting at the time, replying to Wells: 'I have known 
you since you kept the "Old Commodore" in Hobart Town."2 Theresa Corbett, 
prosecuting Richard Rowland for threatening language, informed the bench that 
she knew the accused well, as 'he came from England with us in the same ship' 

There are two important reasons, however, which make it appropriate to speak 
of an Auckland 'community' regardless of whether there were high rates of 
transiency in Victorian Auckland or not. Firstly, persistence is not necessarily an 
adequate nor even relevant criterion on which to base assumptions about the 
quality of historical communities. As Dennis and Daniels maintain, 'just because 
we regard residential stability as a prerequisite for community formation in 
modern society we cannot assume that it was necessary in the past'.14 Secondly, 
we should also remember that movement was frequently a gendered experience, 
and so too was the formation of community.15 As one writer has concluded in the 

8 James George, A Few Odds and Ends and Remembrances Collected and Jotted in Leisure Hours 
of My Experiences for the Last Half-century in the Colonies of Tasmania, South Australia and New 
Zealand from 1823 to 1875, typescript, Auckland Public Library, pp. 547-8, pp. 566-73. 

9 For the social geography of Auckland during the period see 'Auckland's Historical Background 
— Its Relevance for Central City Planning'. Report prepared by City Development Section, Town 
Planning Divison, Auckland City Council, Department of Works and Services, April 1969, pp. 23-
33. 

10 I am indicating here the debate initiated by Fairburn. See Miles Fairburn, 'Local Community 
or Atomised Society?', New Zealand Journal of History (NZJH), 16, 2 (1982), pp. 146-67; also The 
Ideal Societv and its Enemies: The Foundations of Modern New Zealand Society 1850-1900. 
Auckland, 1989; see also articles in NZJH, 25, 2 (1991). 

11 'Auckland's Historical Background', p.23. 
12 Arthur George Bell v. William Page Wells, CDB A130/17. 26 November 1855. 
13 Theresa Josephine Corbett v. Richard Rowland. CDB A130/22, 22 January 1861. 
14 Dennis and Daniels, p. 13. 
15 Caroline Daley, 'Taradale Meets the Ideal Society and its Enemies', NZJH, 25. 2 (1991), 

p. 136-7. 
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context of early-nineteenth-century New York, 'the working poor, especially 
immigrant women, were able to create urban communities in the context of 
massive transiency. In doing so they drew on traditions reminiscent of life in poor 
neighbourhoods in early modern London or even Paris."6 

If uncertain about the length of ties between those appearing before the police 
court, we can be more certain that there were ties. There were occasional 
instances of indiscriminate violence in nineteenth-century Auckland. In 1863, 
Thomas McNamara, a private in the 40th Regiment, was sentenced to two 
months imprisonment in the Police Court. Walking along Albert Street, blind 
drunk, he had been swinging a belt wildly above his head, which struck a passer-
by, Thomas Robinson, in the eye.17 In 1870 James Connor prosecuted a man who 
had knocked him down in Queen Street, and bitten a piece out of his left cheek. 
Connor informed the bench that his assailant was a 'stranger to him'.18 Examples 
of this kind of violence appearing before the Police Court are, however, 
extremely rare. In the main, defendants and complainants who came before the 
bench did so as the result of tensions which arose out of established relationships. 

These relationships were a testimony to the impact of gender on the formation 
of social ties. Women simply did not experience the mobility which made casual 
acquaintance, and consequently conflict, possible. Rooted in the world of street 
and neighbourhood, women were seldom involved in conflict with anyone who 
lived more than a few doors away.19 Assaults between women did occur beyond 
the immediate neighbourhood, such as at the marketplace20 or in shops,21 but 
even on these occasions the parties involved were, or had been, neighbours. For 
men, however, the bonds of the local community were attenuated. Moving in a 
wider geographical domain, men were far more likely to experience chance 
meetings. Public houses facilitated the formation of casual relationships: drink-
ing companions were usually acquainted, but their lives were not mutually 
dependent on their relationship. This stood in sharp contrast to the tightly 
integrated networks women formed in the neighbourhood, which were based as 
much on the exigencies of survival as they were on a need for companionship. 
Men also participated in a wider economy. The dictates of this wider economy 
meant that many occupations which Auckland's working-class men pursued 
threw them into active competition with each other. With male workers — such 
as carters, watermen and night-soil-collectors — the need to secure custom 
meant that competition, rather than co-operation, underpinned their relation-
ships with other men. 

On 21 December 1863, George Rolton appeared in the dock of the police court, 
charged by his neighbour, Susan Conley, with assault. On the same day Susan 

16 Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in New York 1789-1860, Chicago, 1987, p.56. 
17 Thomas Robinson v. Thomas McNamara, Southern Cross, 24 April 1863, p.3. 
18 James Connor v. John Wormald, New Zealand Herald, 6 January 1870, p.5. 
19 Anderson, p. 121. 
20 See Augusinia McDonald v. Eliza Harman. CDB A130/31, 17 December 1868; also Jane 

Leather v. Catherine MacDonald, CDB A130/13, 15 February 1853. 
21 See Harriet Montgomery v. Hanera Fowler, CDB A130/16, 31 May 1855. 
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Conley also stood in the dock charged with assault, as George Rolton had laid 
a counter-charge against her. Two further cases were to be heard that day: a 
charge of assault laid by Eliza Rolton, George's wife, against Susan Conley; and 
one further charge, that of Susan Conley against Eliza Rolton. The charges and 
counter-charges among George and Eliza Rolton and Susan Conley, neighbours 
who lived in the vicinity of Official Bay,22 are but one example of the neighbour-
hood disputes that proliferated in Victorian Auckland. Rolton owed his neigh-
bour Susan Conley £4. 7s. 6d. for work (the nature of which is not recorded). 
Angered by the time the debt had been outstanding, Conley shouted across the 
street to Rolton that his 'children were all bastards' and that she would do no 
more work for his family if he went to gaol again. Infuriated, Rolton rushed at 
Conley striking her in the chest and knocking her into the drain which ran 
between their two houses. Another neighbour, Mrs Cummerford, testified that 
Conley had lunged at Rolton with a brick, using the 'most filthy' words. 
Furthermore, Cummerford added that incidents of this sort between the Roltons 
and the Conleys were 'quite frequent'. All parties implicated were bound over 
to be of good behaviour for the next three months, the sentencing magistrate 
expressing his concern that such 'neighbourhood quarrelling was occurring 
almost daily'.23 

The case between Susan Conley and George Rolton illustrates that antagonisms 
which led neighbours to prosecute one another often had considerable lineage 
prior to the adjudication of the magistrate. Viewed from afar, these neighbour-
hood quarrels, forming the staple of daily court proceedings, can seem exceed-
ingly petty. Disputes over livestock, boundaries, water, small debts and the 
punishment of children appear to reveal little more than a pervasive spirit of 
vindictive pettiness amongst nineteenth-century Aucklanders. The constant 
succession of disputes is of historical relevance as these issues were fundamental 
to the people bringing them before the bench. A potato patch destroyed by a 
neighbour's pig, a mistakenly killed fowl, an unreturned pot, or an outstanding 
debt of sixpence, could have a significant impact on household economies which 
were fragile and subsistent. 

For the working class of Victorian Auckland, altercations centring on fence-
lines, passage-ways, and wells were an understandable consequence of lives led, 
almost literally, in each other's pockets. Elizabeth Maxwell was able to abuse 
James Brady through the wall, as, Brady explained to the bench, 'there is only 
a board between us'.24 Similarly, Owen Connor was able to utter threats at his 
neighbour, Jane Savory, through a thin partition separating their houses, as he lay 
in bed, drunk, at 8 o'clock in the morning.25 In the alleys and lanes leading off 
Queen Street space was scarce, and yet priority and right to fences and passage-

22 Official Bay, which lay just to the west of Mechanics Bay overlooked by St. Paul's Cathedral 
on the Princes Street hill, disappeared as a result of land reclamation of the foreshore in the 1870s; 
see John Barr, The Ports of Auckland, Auckland, 1926, p.60. 

23 Susan Conley v. George Rolton, New Zealand Herald, 22 December 1863, p.4. 
24 James Brady v. Elizabeth Maxwell, CDB A130/15, 8 February 1855. 
25 Jane Savory v. Owen Connor, CDB A130/18, 4 April 1856. 
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ways resulted in neighbourhood conflict, not because of an innate desire for 
privacy, but because access to water, or a place to hang one's washing, was 
essential to the daily routine of the household. Common areas, such as communal 
fences, or a well servicing a whole street, were areas where the dividing line 
between what was private to an individual household, and what was communal 
to the neighbourhood, became blurred. 

The dispute between John Lahy and George DeThiery focused on a clothesline 
which Lahy had hung on their common fence and which DeThiery had cut, 
claiming Lahy had no right to hang line there.26 Isabella Roskell struck her 
neighbour, Patrick Lanigan, in the nose for the same reason.27 Joseph Martin was 
assaulted by his neighbour Susan Hefferman, after he had thrown her washing 
off the fence which ran between their houses.28 Mary Kirby was assaulted by her 
neighbour James Pearce as she attempted to prevent his removing their commu-
nal fence with a hammer.29 Thomas Florence rented the land behind his house in 
Durham Street to William Harrison. The two were already at loggerheads over 
two houses which Harrison had erected on the land. Matters reached flashpoint 
when Florence stacked three feet of timber against a communal gate preventing 
the access of tenants to the water well. Incensed, Harrison demanded that 
Florence remove the timber, and she flatly refused. While pulling timber from 
the gate, Harrison was struck on the head by Florence.30 

Access to water was at the heart of many squabbles. Water was obtained from 
local wells, which supplied six to eight houses, or in some cases whole streets.31 

Collecting water was a daily task, and at the well it was often necessary to wait 
one's turn. People also socialized at wells, for the need to collect water once or 
twice a day brought them out of their own houses and yards and into the streets 
of the neighbourhood. Alfred Marriage drew two buckets of water from the well 
in Victoria Street; going back into his own house to find another bucket, he 
returned to find that his neighbour, Joseph Martin, had taken the newly drawn 
water from the side of the well. Despite Marriage's protestations, Martin 
continued to draw water. Marriage reached for a knife and cut the well rope, 
which resulted in Martin grabbing Marriage by the hair and striking him on the 
head.32 Bridget Curtis bickered with a woman over use of the local well, and was 
slapped in the face with a pair of wet drawers. She retaliated by throwing a bucket 
of water over her opponent.33 Bridget Sullivan and Catherine Chaplin had been 
drinking together on a Monday morning, but fell out later that day. Chaplin later 
struck Sullivan over the head with a pint measure and threw her washing tub 
down the well, informing Sullivan that she would soon follow.34 

26 John Lahy v. George DeThiery. CDB A130/16, 5 October 1855. 
27 Patrick Lanigan v. Isabella Roskell, CDB A130/22, 20 April 1860. 
28 Joseph Martin v. Susan Hefferman, CDB A130/23, 13 December 1861. 
29 Mary Kirby v. James Pearce, CDB A130/28, 22 June 1866. 
30 Thomas Florence v. William Harrison, CDB A130/11, 11 February 1851. 
31 See David Elliott v. James Mahoney, CDB A130/33. 9 January 1872; also A.W. Reed. 

Auckland: City of the Seas, Wellington, 1955, pp.112-13. 
32 Alfred G. Marriage v. Joseph Martin. Southern Cross, 24 March 1863, p. 4. 
33 Bridget Curtis v. (forename not recorded) Mount, CDB A130/23, 11 March 1861. 
34 Bridget Sullivan v. Catherine Chaplin, A130/16 , 15 June 1855. 
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Water was not only vital to the daily routine of the household; it was extremely 
difficult to obtain in Victorian Auckland. At times in the early 1870s drinking 
water was virtually unobtainable.35 Thus it is not surprising that access to water 
created tensions. Ann Mills was assaulted by her neighbour when she informed 
him that the cask from which he was drawing water was exclusively hers and 'he 
had no right to be drawing from it' .36 David Elliott was drawing a second bucket 
of water from a well — he was approached by James Mahoney, who asked him 
if he could fill his jug. When Elliott refused, Mahoney struck him over the head 
with the empty jug. Elliott believed he was justified in refusing Mahoney water; 
as he maintained to the bench, 'it is my well — defendant has no right to the 
well'.37 

What was true of wells was true of other communal areas — doorways, fences, 
yards and the streets themselves. Hannah Gormley threw a basin of water over 
John Robertson as he stood outside her front door complaining loudly that the 
spill over from the drain (which was communal to both of them) had been 
running into his property.38 Ann Carty, annoyed by children playing outside her 
door, threw a bucket of night soil over them, and later assaulted their indignant 
father when he came to protest.39 Amelia Williams and Mrs Dewan engaged in 
a tussle in the street after a dispute over ducks. Williams had been feeding her 
ducks in front of Dewan's doorway, and Dewan had chased the ducks away with 
a broom, threatening that if they were fed in front of her house again she would 
kill them.40 As the last case suggests, disputes over space coincided with those 
over livestock. 

Victorian Auckland was teeming with pigs, cows, goats and fowl.41 Domestic 
animals were an integral part of a household's livelihood. They were a source of 
eggs, milk, butter, cheese and meat for tables which might otherwise go bare. 
Furthermore, domestic animals provided surplus produce which could be sold at 
markets, or to neighbours to supplement low and uncertain incomes. The loss or 
theft of a domestic animal could substantially reduce a household's survival 
capabilities, and people became enraged if they suspected a neighbour had either 
killed or stolen one of their animals. Mary Ann Lalley was assaulted by her 
neighbour Martin Macdermitt. Lalley had confronted Macdermitt in Chancery 
Street and accused him of stealing one of her chickens which had been missing 
for three weeks. Arguing in the street for some time, the pair finally reached an 
agreement to take the fowl to Mr MacDowell, a grocer in High Street, to see if 
it could be identified as one of several live chickens that she had brought from 
his shop six months earlier. MacDowell was unable to recognize the bird, but 
Lalley insisted that Macdermitt had stolen it and, angered by her persistent 

35 Judith Elphick, 'Auckland 1870-1874: A Social Portrait', MA thesis. The University of 
Auckland. 1974. p.5. 

36 Ann Mills v. James Wells, CDB A130/16 , 7 September 1855. 
37 David Elliott v James Mahoney, CDB A130/33, 9 January 1872. 
38 John Robertson v. Hannah Gormley, CDB A130/20, 23 January 1858. 
39 (Not recorded) v. Ann Carty, A130/17, 28 November 1855. 
40 Amelia Williams v. Mrs Dewan, CDB A130/23, 21 May 1861. 
41 Elphick, p.5. 
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accusations, he set his dog on her.42 Thomas Fagan saw Ann Webb on a Saturday 
afternoon in Wyndham Street and asked her if she had 'penned my fowls up'; 
while Fagan was speaking to her she picked up a ginger-beer bottle and threw it 
at him.43 When Albert Dormwell, a butcher of Shortland Street, killed one of 
Catherine Burke's chickens by mistake, he attempted recompense by asking her 
if 'she would prefer the dead bird or payment'. Burke told Dormwell that she 
'would not agree to either course' but would summons him to court, which she 
did, making 'a great noise' which 'collected a crowd round the house'.44 

On the other hand, while a domestic animal might be the mainstay of one 
household economy, it could also critically unbalance another. Wandering 
animals destroyed small vegetable patches, broke fences and ate sheets and 
clothing off the lines which hung between adjacent backyards. The destruction 
caused by a neighbour's unpenned animal foraging at will in one's yard was more 
than an annoyance; it was a threat to livelihood. Thomas Groman told the bench 
that his neighbour Francis Tapp had 'called me out and said that my pigs were 
in his potatoes. I said that if they had done any damage I would pay for it, he then 
said I would not pay the amount and after calling me disagreeable names struck 
me.'45 Mary Dempsey was assaulted by her neighbour, Peter Grace, when she 
went next-door to ask for compensation for a sheet torn by one of his calves.46 

John Wynn threatened his neighbour, Martha Holmes, that he 'would be hung 
for her' after she admonished him for allowing his pig to forage in her yard,47 

while John Hall was assaulted by William Ricketts as he took Ricketts's pig, 
which had been in his garden, to the pound48 

These disputes bred, not only personal animosities, but also complex webs of 
interpersonal loyalties which ran through individual households and streets, 
spilling out into the neighbourhood. Ann McAllister prosecuted her neighbour 
Jane Mills. Appearing as a witness for the defence, another neighbour, Catherine 
Matheison, told the bench: 'Mrs McAllister was the worst — she abuses 
everyone — she is not fit to live in the same street with '4 9 As Alice Tekeu bought 
potatoes on Mechanics Bay beach, her neighbour, Rebecca Grattan stood outside 
her front doorstep calling Tekeu 'a convicted whore' and reputedly claimed she 
'would look well with a government jacket and letters on the back'. When Tekeu 
took Grattan before the magistrate, some eight neighbours attended the court-
house as witnesses. Albert Gillingham appeared as a witness for the prosecution, 
but in his testimony he also conceded that he had a personal grievance against 
Grattan as her ducks and geese were regularly trespassing on his property. 
Catherine MacCanning appeared as a witness for the defence, and took the 
opportunity to voice her own dissatisfaction with the Tekeu family, stating 'I 

42 Mary Ann Lalley v. Martin Macdermitt. CDB A130/11, 13 November 1851. 
43 Thomas Fagan v. Anne Webb, CDB A130/28, 10 August 1866. 
44 Albert Dormwell v. Catherine Burke, CDB A130/28, 8 August 1866. 
45 Thomas Groman v. Francis Tapp, CDB A130/23. 15 February 1861. 
46 Mary Dempsey v. Peter Grace, CDB A130/31, 2 February 1869. 
47 Martha Holmes v. John Wynn, CDB A130/31, 26 October 1868. 
48 John Hall v. William Ricketts, CDB A130/20. (no date) 1858. 
49 Ann McAllister v. Jane Mills, CDB A130/24, 5 February 1862. 
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have often been annoyed with their [the Tekeus'] conduct — always mostly 
quarrelling amongst themselves and annoying the neighbours quarrelling amongst 
themselves'.50 

The frequency with which men participated in neighbourhood disputes over 
boundaries, livestock and water supplies is evident in the preceding examples. 
However, this does not negate the central contention that Victorian Auckland 
was comprised of two essentially distinct, yet overlapping, masculine and 
feminine domains. Rather, the greater geographical freedom accorded men 
allowed them a level of participation within both spheres of social life. Men were 
a part of the life of immediate neighbourhood and street; as wage earners they 
were an integral component of the household economy. Consequently men 
became embroiled in issues affecting their immediate household, but they 
simultaneously occupied their place within the masculine enclaves of public 
house and workplace, spaces from which women were largely excluded. And 
while men participated in disputes rooted in neighbourhood and street, they were 
not implicated in this world with the same degree of intensity as women. 

Men participated in those disputes which involved the boundaries of specific 
households, such as those over wandering livestock and water supplies, but they 
were significantly absent from disputes which demonstrate the links between 
individual households. The economy of the household relied not only on the 
wage of the male (if there was one) — a wage frequently unreliable or not 
forthcoming at all51 — but on the small-scale exchange of goods and services 
between women. Women whose husbands had left to seek their fortunes 
elsewhere, were widowed, or whose husbands had deserted them, relied — in an 
age of negligible state support52 — almost solely on the assistance of their female 
neighbours in times of hardship. These ties of mutual dependency between 
women created intricate networks of sharing, which existed exclusive of the 
male domain. These networks, in their turn, were instrumental in the structuring 
of a specific women's culture in Victorian Auckland, a culture anchored in the 
world of local neighbourhood, and a culture distinct from the world of men.53 

The sharing of resources, however, such as cooking and cleaning utensils, 
clothing and small sums of money that kept precarious household economies 
afloat, also created innumerable opportunities for conflict. It is hardly surprising 
that the continual circulation of domestic paraphernalia — such as cutlery, 
stockings and tubs — between households, resulted in confusion over owner-
ship. When Jane Dean and Ann Pitt fell out, Dean arrived at Pitt's house and 
'demanded some things of hers'. In turn Pitt requested the four shillings she had 

50 Alice Tekeu v. Rebecca Grattan, CDB A130/13, 7 May 1853. 
51 Dean Wilson, 'Community Violence in Auckland, 1850-1875', MA thesis, The University of 

Auckland, 1993, p.56; Cf. Ellen Ross, 'Survival Networks: Women's Neighbourhood Sharing in 
London Before World War I', History Workshop, 15 (Spring 1983), p.7. 

52 See Margaret Tennant. Paupers and Providers: Charitable Aid in New Zealand, Wellington, 
1989, pp. 14-16. 

53 Compare David Garrioch, 'Was There a Women's Culture in Eighteenth-Century Paris?' in 
P. McPhee, ed., Proceedings of the Fifth George Rude Seminar in French History, Wellington, 1986, 
p. 188. 
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previously lent to Dean. Jane Dean paid her the money, but then 'became 
abusive'. Dean then left but later returned; she banged on Pitt's locked door 
trying to get in, swearing she would 'get her later'.54 Jane Quinn scuffled with 
Ann Mulvaney (Quinn told the court) after Mulvaney demanded 'a tub I had in 
charge'.55 Elizabeth Lynch had been living with Sarah Pundy but had since 
moved on. She returned to Pundy's to retrieve a basin which she claimed to be 
hers. Pundy maintained she had not paid her rent before she left and that she 
would keep the basin as compensation.56 Ann Gorman quarrelled with her 
neighbour over the ownership of a pair of stockings hanging on the line between 
their yards.57 Kate Ryan and Mary Kerr scuffled when Ryan attempted to retrieve 
a nightgown.58 Martha Lindsay fought with Mary Flanahan when she arrived to 
collect 'a kitchen tub and a pigeon house'.59 

The flow of exchange between neighbouring women involved not only 
domestic objects, but also small sums of money. Mrs Newman came to blows 
with Sarah McManner when McManner arrived 'to ask for ten shillings she owed 
me'.60 Ann Clout knocked on Elizabeth Hayes' door, returning a 'half-penny 
change out of five pence'; in the process she also threatened Hayes, shaking her 
hand in her face, and calling her 'disgraceful dirty names'.61 These networks 
were based on reciprocity, and failure to comply could result in the withdrawal 
of assistance. Elizabeth Burus told the magistrate that when Ellen Hart called on 
her mother, Elizabeth Drummond, 'she came in and said "lend me a shilling" — 
my mother said "no you didn't pay me the last'".62 

Children also formed an intrinsic part of these neighbourhood networks, and 
their importance within them is reflected in the fervour with which they were 
protected. Incorporated into the female sphere of life, children performed 
innumerable small tasks — collecting debts from neighbours, feeding animals, 
and running messages — which assisted in the maintenance of the household.63 

Ann Davis prosecuted Mary Smith, whom she accused of mistreating her 
daughter when she sent her out to get rabbit food.64 Catherine Dean prosecuted 
Ellen Hutchenson because she had beaten her son with a stick, after he had killed 
some of her chickens on his mother's instruction.65 It does not seem that, as was 
the case in some Victorian London neighbourhoods, the prerogative of punish-
ing children was dispersed throughout the neighbourhood.66 A woman's right to 
punish her children was jealously defended and remained particular to her own 

54 Ann Pitt v. Jane Dean, CDB A130/13, 4 May 1853. 
55 Jane Quinn v. Ann Mulvaney, CDB A130/34, 5 February 1872. 
56 Sarah Wallace Pundy v. Elizabeth Lynch, CDB A130/23, 9 April 1861. 
57 Ann Gorman v. (name not recorded), CDB A130/22, (date not recorded) 1860. 
58 Kate Ryan v. Mary Kerr, CDB A130/33, 19 October 1870. 
59 Martha Lindsay v. Mary Flanahan, CDB A130/36, 1 October 1874. 
60 Sarah McManner v. Mrs Newman, CDB A130/21, (date not recorded) 1859. 
61 Elizabeth Hayes v. Ann Clout, CDB A130/11, 17 February 1852. 
62 Elizabeth Drummond v. Ellen Hart, CDB A130/36, 21 August 1874. 
63 See Susan Cowley v. George Strong, CDB A130/24, 12 July 1862; see Ross, p.12. 
64 Ann Davis v. Mary Smith, CDB AI30/25, 15 March 1865. 
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household. When Ellen Wynn prosecuted her Barrack Street neighbour Martha 
Holmes, she informed the court that 'she came out to me with a stick in the street 
near my house. She said if I lifted my hand to her children she would take my 
life.'67 Elizabeth Davies testified that her neighbour, Ann Foster, 'rushed out of 
her back door on the Saturday and said she would tear me limb from limb'. The 
cause of the disturbance was Davies' attempting to chastise Foster's daughter for 
pulling her son's ear.68 

Gossip was crucial to these women's networks: through talk on one's door-
step, at the well, or over the fence, neighbours could learn who was in need of 
assistance. Gossip did, however, have its malicious underside, and hostile 
reactions to those suspected of initiating rumours were common. The pervasive-
ness of gossip in early Auckland was one of the few warnings which William 
Swainson's otherwise glowing account of the embryonic township gave to the 
prospective immigrant. Swainson noted that in Auckland 'newcomers, espe-
cially those who have had no experience of the "tittle-tattle", common, all the 
world over, in small communities, are struck with the prevalence of "gossip"'.69 

Georgina Rowley came into the yard of Susan Conley and grabbed her ten-year-
old daughter by the hair of the head. As the two women fought, Georgina's 
husband, George, intervened and was subsequently prosecuted by Conley. 
Georgina Rowley explained to the bench that 'I was in complainants yard to 
speak to her child to chastise her for spreading reports about me', and another 
neighbour, John Wilson, believed the cause of the incident to be that 'something 
was circulated about the Rowleys'.70 Catherine Ellis explained to the court that 
Ellen Fahey pushed her way into her house and accused her of spreading rumours 
about her, before pulling her hair and scratching her face.71 Mary Holliday was 
threatened by Mary Roberts when she went to her house in Barrack Street, 'to ask 
her if she had accused me of having beaten Mrs Armstrong's child'.72 

These women not only used their tongues in disputes; they used their fists as 
well. A high degree of physicality displayed in altercations between women 
seems to have been an accepted part of neighbourhood life. Catherine MacDonald 
'took her dress off and her shawl and bonnet' and challenged her neighbour Mary 
Roach 'to come out and fight' ,73 Eliza Dillon, walking to her front door, came 
across her neighbours, Hanera Fowler and Ellen Elliot, 'fighting and holding one 
another by the hair'. When she went to separate the pair, another neighbour, Mrs 
Malsick, told her not to intervene, but to 'let them fight on'.74 Joseph Culpan 
broke up a fight between his wife and their neighbour Elizabeth Ann Bellamy 
only because he believed Bellamy to be the instigator. Culpan informed the 

67 Ellen Wynn v. Martha Holmes, CDB A130/31, 15 October 1868. 
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73 Catherine MacDonald v. Mary Roach, CDB A130/23, 25 March 1861. 
74 Ellen Elliot v. Hanera Fowler, CDB A130/18, 30 August 1856. 
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bench that 'if one had been as bad as the other I should have let them fight it out' ,75 

The fact that these mutually dependent relationships between women ended 
up in front of the magistrate is testimony to the strength of neighbourhood 
networks, rather than proof of urban dysfunction. After all, it was the frequency 
and intensity of the interactions between women which produced tension and 
conflict within the neighbourhood. Through seeking the ruling of the magistrate 
it was possible to reinforce standards of acceptable behaviour within the local 
neighbourhood by recourse to an outside authority. It must be remembered that 
these women often approached the bench with a clear idea in their minds about 
what those standards were. They arrived in court expecting established behav-
ioural norms to be vindicated, having little desire that such norms be reinter-
preted or imposed anew. As American historian, Christine Stansell, writing of 
similar conflicts between women in nineteenth-century New York, has ob-
served, 'these neighbours' quarrels are testimony not to the anti-social 
"pathologies" which all too many analysts attribute to the urban poor, but rather 
to the existence of durable networks of cooperation'.76 The women of Victorian 
Auckland also formed such 'durable networks'. 

In a recent critique of Miles Fairburn's The Ideal Society and its Enemies, it 
has been argued that the high levels of violence and drunkenness, which Fairburn 
attributes to social atomization, were the outward manifestations of a 'masculine 
culture' which existed in colonial New Zealand. The members of this culture 
were a specific group of men: 'single, manual working men, who moved in 
search of work and improved opportunities'.77 The contention here is that in 
Victorian Auckland there also existed a 'masculine culture'. It was a culture 
expressed beyond the geographic confines of the neighbourhood and street; one 
that centred on the worlds of the public house and the workplace. However, it was 
a culture comprised not only of single, manual working men. Many of the men 
who were a part of this culture were also members of households and streets, 
who, in their capacity as husbands and neighbours, were also involved in the 
concerns, gossip and events of their immediate neighbourhood. It was a culture, 
nevertheless, in which the patterns of association formed between men were 
significantly more ephemeral than those women formed in the local neighbour-
hood. Furthermore, in many (though not all) of the occupations which men of the 
labouring poor undertook, their deeper involvement in a competitive commer-
cial economy, meant that it was rivalry, rather than co-operation, which deter-
mined their relationships with other men. 

There are, however, several difficulties which need to be addressed in 
attempting to use Police Court records to identify Victorian Auckland's 'mascu-
line culture'. The first of these is that one of the fundamental mores of this culture 
probably precluded most examples from appearing in the court records. If, 
amongst labouring men, physical fighting prowess was esteemed, so too, 
correspondingly, would it be shameful to appear in court as the victim. There are 

75 Joseph Culpan v. Elizabeth Ann Bellamy, CDB A130/15, 10 November 1854. 
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certainly incidents, most of which were accidentally discovered by the police, 
which indicate a high level of casual brawling amongst some groups of men. 
Constable Richard Maxwell, for example, while walking up Chapel Hill, found 
William Swanson and another man 'in their shirt sleeves fighting' .78 Constable 
Jeffrey came across John Russell in the Occidental Hotel 'stripped and ready to 
fight'.79 

The second difficulty is that Victorian Auckland probably contained several 
'masculine cultures' rather than an all-encompassing 'masculine culture'.8" 
There were certainly three groups with distinct masculine sub-cultures in 
Victorian Auckland. These were soldiers, sailors and, later in the period, 
goldminers from the Thames. They were groups thought of by contemporaries 
to have a propensity for violence,81 and they do seem to have experienced specific 
'mateship' within their own groups. Sailors, for example, were often charged 
with assaulting the police, as they banded together to free one of their shipmates 
being taken to the lock-up.82 However, these male sub-cultures were subsumed 
in the predominant institution of masculine culture in Victorian Auckland — the 
public house. 

We can assume with relative confidence that public houses were, for the most 
part, masculine environments.83 This was nothing unique to the colony; it was a 
part of the masculine culture male immigrants brought with them from the old 
country.84 So too was drinking itself, hard drinking being an important facet of 
working-class life in Britain.85 The public house of Victorian Auckland was an 
important male meeting place in which the consumption of alcohol went hand 
in hand with a wide range of other social and economic activities.86 The public 
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house offered a multitude of amusements in a city with scant leisure options. The 
Odd-Fellows Arms had an adjacent skittle alley;87 others provided separate 
billiard rooms.88 In the White Hart Inn patrons placed bets on games of bagatelle, 
the winners receiving tokens from the publican which could then be cashed in at 
the bar.89 The Occidental Hotel, managed by the flamboyant 'prince of publi-
cans', Edward Perkins, boasted its own museum of curios, including everything 
from stuffed animals to exotic postcards.90 Taverns were more than just places 
of amusement.91 Business transactions took place there. Master mariners looked 
for able-bodied seamen.92 Issues of trade and politics were discussed. In 1851 the 
Auckland Independent and Operatives Journal published a notice that 'Employ-
ers in the Building department are hereby informed that a "House of Call" has 
been established at the White Hart Hotel, Queen Street; where, on application, 
they may see the slate and ascertain who are out of employment and if they want 
hands, they may make their choice'.91 When the price of bread suddenly rose 
from 6d. to 9d. for a 21b loaf in the same year, a public meeting was held to decide 
a course of action and 'a committee was chosen for that purpose, who assembled 
on Tuesday last, at the Exchange Hotel'.94 In 1864 seventeen plasterers met in 
the Sir George Grey Hotel to 'oppose the monopoly of the preparation and use 
of ground scoria and bricks & c., sought to be obtained by Messrs. Boyd and 
Greaves in a patent applied for by them'.95 

There were broadly two categories of violence in Auckland's public houses. 
The first category comprised incidents which were the denouement of long-
standing grievances having their origins outside the tavern walls. The relation-
ships between those involved, were, to judge from deposition texts, those of 
acquaintances but not of men in daily face-to-face contact. Drawing on a 
clientele which encompassed not only the immediate street, but the wider 
community, public houses facilitated meetings between those whose connec-
tions werefar weaker than the connections of those in the immediate neighbour-
hood. Thus there was the opportunity to collect debts which had been owed for 
some time, or to exact vengeance on a foe one did not regularly see. 

One example is that of John O'Neill, who told the bench he had been drinking 
in Mounce's Hotel, Chancery Street, on Christmas Day 'where a person named 
Townsend beckoned me to come over to h i m . . . he asked me about some money 
I owed Mr. Burke, Townsend then struck me in the face saying "I will fight you 
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for it'".96 John O'Liffe, entering the Windsor Castle Hotel in Parnell, was 
approached by George May, who grabbed him by the shirt demanding 'O'Liffe 
where is the fifteen shillings you owe me'.97 Peter Coyle was playing bagatelle 
with Bryant Corcoran at the White Hart Inn. Finishing their game, Corcoran 
asked Coyle to assist him in moving some luggage from his lodgings at the back 
of Barrack Street. When the pair reached Wellesley Street, Corcoran knocked 
Coyle to the ground, and began kicking and punching him, letting him know that 
it was 'for Ellen Jones being fined grog selling'.98 

The second category included cases in which the issues involved were 
enclosed within the masculine culture of the public house. They were specifi-
cally related to drinking, especially access to drink, and to behaviour when 
drinking. Publicans were frequently implicated, as they held considerable sway 
in this masculine world.99 Furthermore, these disputes had little connection to the 
localized issues of neighbourhood and community. 

The fight which erupted between Thomas John Walker and Alfred Smith 
Fulljames in the Prince of Wales Hotel provides an example of the self-contained 
character of many disputes which occurred in public houses. Walking into the 
bar of the Prince of Wales in the afternoon, Walker ordered a glass of English ale, 
'of which he did not approve'. At Walker's insistence, the barman then served 
him a glass of colonial ale, which was far more to his liking. Standing next to 
Walker in the bar was Alfred Fulljames, who was having a discussion with 
another patron 'about ale' to whom he stated that 'five or six glasses were enough 
for anyone'. Walker then became abusive, and was, so he claimed, dragged into 
a hack-room where he was beaten with a stick by Fulljames and two of his 
companions.100 

Most other cases in public houses involved the publicans themselves, attempt-
ing to impose standards of behaviour and protect their licences.101 William 
Bruce, publican of the Sportsman's Home Hotel, was assaulted by Thomas Muir, 
whom he had evicted and subsequently banned, as, he informed the bench, 'he 
was more a loafer and sponger than anything else. I feared he would affect my 
licence.'102 John Campbell, a Queen Street publican, prosecuted George Ditchburn 
and John Adams, who were with a group of sailors that Campbell refused to 
serve, as, Campbell told the court, they 'had had sufficient already'.103 John 
Beechleman arrived at the Crown & Anchor in Upper Queen Street at closing 
time and asked the barman Hugh Cosgrove for a glass of gin. Cosgrove, who was 
at the top of a ladder trimming the lamps, refused, and the already inebriated 
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Beechleman pulled the ladder from under Cosgrove and struck him with a 
stone.104 Beechleman appeared before the court for the same offence six months 
later, when he assaulted barman Luke Bethel for refusing to serve him at closing 
time.'05 William Bacon, the publican of the Odd-Fellows Arms in Chancery 
Street, was also assaulted when he told three sailors, knocking at his door 
demanding service, to go away as it was past closing time.106 Publican John 
White was struck over the head with a piece of bone by David Sheehan, whom 
he had turned out of his house on two prior occasions for fighting.107 

There is evidence that there was frequent violence between men, in and around 
public houses, but that few incidents appeared before the bench in the form of 
private prosecutions. Constable Diver prosecuted Simon Coombes, who had 
prevented him from interfering in a brawl involving about a dozen men outside 
the Greyhound Inn.108 Constable Patrick O' Hara was struck by Edward Hammond, 
one of 'the crowd', who stood watching a fist-fight between Joseph Rogers and 
John Davis outside a public house on Queen Street."" In 1869 the Herald 
reported that 'there was a pretty tidy row last evening at the Criterion (Mr. 
Scott's) Hotel' with 'bottles and furniture flying about the premises'.110 Within 
the masculine culture of the public house there was a considerable undercurrent 
of violence. The relationships between men evident in the depositions, however, 
appear considerably looser than those formed by women in the neighbourhoods. 
In short, they appear to have lacked the reciprocity which formed the bedrock of 
Victorian Auckland's 'women's culture'. 

Masculinity, nevertheless, was not exclusively constructed by the culture of 
the public house. Men's definitions of themselves, in relation to other men, were 
also structured by occupation and trade. In this way, trade rivalries, and a pride 
in one's craftsmanship, fused with wider conceptions of manliness. An example 
of this is the case between David Evitt, a gunsmith and Edward Smith, an 
armourer, both in the employ of the Military Armoury. Evitt informed the bench 
that on the day previous 'about half past eleven o'clock the prisoner and another 
man were at work in the shop with two private soldiers. I gave out some bayonets 
and desired the men to be particular with them and not spoil them by getting rust 
on the blades. The prisoner turned round and said it was not the fault of the men. 
I told him I was not addressing myself to him but to the other men. After some 
further conversation he said "Do you mean to say the other bayonets were not 
properly done?" I said they were very well done but that the rust had got on the 
blades for which there was no occasion. He began to abuse me and I desired him 
to hold his tongue or I would bring him under the notice of Mr Hamley . . . . he 
then walked coolly over to where I was working and, as I looked round, he gave 
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me a violent blow on the mouth, and followed it up as hard as he could drive.''11 

John Finlay assaulted Alexander Murray in a public house after Murray had 
passed comment on a contract recently completed by him, remarking that Finlay 
'had not completed the job as a builder would have done'.112 Trade rivalries also 
played their part, an example being that of Albert Dormwell, a butcher with his 
own business in Shortland Street, who was assaulted by another butcher, John 
George. Dormwell informed the bench that he knew the motivation behind the 
assault: he stated 'I believe this is because I sell meat cheaper than he does'. 

We must be careful here not to paint too bleak a picture of male relationships. 
Clearly, men also felt affinity with men of their own trade, and male workers 
were of course in a sense unified by the workplace itself. A group of tailors, for 
example, was prosecuted in 1861 under the English combination laws by their 
employer, Mr. Possenski, for enforcing a go-slow in sympathy with a fellow 
tailor whom Possenski had fired."4 Likewise, unity amongst certain groups of 
working-men was reflected in the growth of trade associations in Auckland in the 
early 1870s."5 Nevertheless, it must also be remembered that the bulk of 
unskilled male workers did not experience this sort of unity, and remained 
unorganized into the twentieth century."6 

Some of the unskilled pursued occupations in which the competition, rather 
than collective interest underlay their work relationships with other men. A 
Waterman, Frank Hyman, prosecuted William Marshall, a fellow waterman, 
after Marshall had threatened Hyman for supposedly stealing his customers."7 

The dispute between the pair was still in progress some three months later, when 
Hyman related to the court how Marshall 'came up to me and said I should not 
be ā waterman much longer'."8 Marshall appears to have been particularly 
obstreperous: he appeared again in the Police Court early the next year for using 
'language leading to commit a breach of the peace', as he entered the William 
Denning Hotel and harangued another waterman, George Clarke, 'calling him 
a thief and and saying what he had got he had stolen'.119 By November of the 
same year Marshall was in the dock of the Police Court again, this time for using 
abusive language towards waterman John Caulie, whom the previous day at the 
wharf he had accused of 'nearly drowning some people'.120 Richard Mourley and 
Edward Hull, night-soil collectors, were removing night-soil late in the evening 
when they were approached by an angry fellow collector, Abel Fletcher, who 
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grabbed the head of the leading horse, threatening Mourley, saying 'you bugger 
I have just caught you taking all my work from me'.121 Inigo Lomez was assaulted 
by fellow fishmonger, Nicholas Scotte, outside the post office: he pulled Lomez 
by the beard whiskers, telling him 'he would pull it all out' if he went there to sell 
fish again.122 Similarly, fishmonger John Lowrey went to the kitchen of Mr. 
Freer's public house, Shortland Street, and, finding another fishmonger there, 
threw down his basket of fish and punched his rival in the head.123 Competitive 
relationships also existed between the cab drivers, who fought over customers 
in much the same way as the watermen.124 These occupations, performed by men 
from the lowest strata of Auckland society, did not contain an inherent need for 
co-operation between men. Rather, they created a need to secure one's own 
income and survival, which made daily work relationships competitive, rather 
than co-operative. 

Historians of masculinity have usually examined images of maleness. They 
have looked at socially-projected representations of manhood, generally from 
the higher levels of society, in an attempt to understand how such representations 
affect the way in which masculine identities are historically constructed.125 More 
recently attention has been focused upon how definitions of masculinity are 
embedded within institutional and economic structures.126 And yet, even in this 
more recent analysis, how such definitions operated at street level has received 
scant consideration. Using the language of the depositions it becomes possible 
to move beyond the study of idealized male 'types' or institutions and to view 
masculinity as a lived reality of nineteenth-century Auckland men. The language 
of the deposition texts reveals a culture in which physical stature really counted 
in one's social interaction with other men: a culture in which men, quite literally, 
stood over one another. Doubtless, this culture of masculine staunchness did not 
encompass all social groups. William Harkin, for example, refused to engage in 
a fist-fight with George Leahy, as, he told Leahy, he was 'no fighting man'.127 

Amongst most working-class men, however, masculinity and status were to a 
large degree defined by physical stature and fighting capabilities. The most 
frequently used expression to describe this was to be a 'better man' than another, 
meaning, most simply, to be of physically superior strength. Arthur Hyde called 
John Trafford into the street, and, Trafford explained to the bench, 'came forward 
to me and said that I had paid some money to beat him and now he'd come to beat 
me. He challenged me to fight and said he was a better man than me and would 
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prove it'.128 John Hadder had been returning home to his lodgings and was 
greeted outside his doorway by Thomas Ryan who, Hadder recalled, 'bade me 
good night'. Hadder went on to inform the bench Ryan had then 'asked me if 1 
had any money, I replied that I had, he then said "you had better give it me" I told 
him I would not he then said he wou Id take it from me. I told him if he did he must 
be a better man than myself.'129 Benjamin Conoran, a pensioner of Panmure, 
prosecuted William Bohan, a younger man who had threatened Conoran's life 
in a dispute over a warehouse key. Conoran related how Bohan had leapt over 
the fence of his property, calling him a 'bloody scoundral [sic]' and challenging 
him 'to stand before me if you are a man' , while shaking his fist in his face. Bohan 
went on to threaten that Conoran should 'send me out a man you crawler if you're 
not able to fight yourself.1 3 0 William Dunn, a sailor on the barque Niger, struck 
at publican Benjamin Newell over the counter, but was warned by Newell not to 
repeat the action, as, Newell intimated to Dunn, he could 'put such a man as you 
in my pocket'.131 While Daniel Mulloney, a rigger on the ship Albatross, 
challenged boat builder, Henry Nicoll, to fight on the wharf, boasting that he was 
'a Liverpool prize fighter'.132 

The masculine culture of Victorian Auckland was considerably more diffuse 
than the women's culture, which centered on tight neighbourhood networks. The 
formation of masculine identity was more eclectic, constructed partially within 
the public house, partially by occupation, and partially by household and 
neighbourhood. Part of the difficulty in mapping such a masculine culture is this 
very lack of homogeneity. It was not so much a masculine culture as a collection 
of various sub-cultures. Within these we must concede that some men did form 
close bonds with their fellows: we may term that 'mateship'. This was true of 
groups such as soldiers and sailors, and is also apparent amongst some occupa-
tional groups, such as carpenters, typographers and bakers, in the early 1870s.133 

With other groups, however, relationships between men were predicated upon 
competitiveness and rivalry: a need to ensure one 's own survival. 

Disparate and more difficult to trace than the women's culture of the neigh-
bourhood, a broad masculine culture in which physical violence formed the 
central cultural code can be identified. The social relationships of men within this 
culture were more ephemeral than those among women, whose relationships 
with other women, forged between households, were reinforced by codes of 
reciprocity. The experience of community which an individual had was inextri-
cably bound to these gendered cultures. Community was certainly a reality in 
Victorian Auckland, but it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that it was more of 
a reality for working-class women than it ever was for working-class men. 
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